[Movement disorders--concept and grand classification].
Movement disorders have been coined for diseases characterized by excessive and abnormal movements occurring in a conscious patient. Movement disorders are frequent among neurologic and psychiatric patients. They have a behavioral, or psychiatric, component. Movement disorders are mostly associated with disordered function in the basal ganglia, brain stem, and cerebellum. Such diseases are characterized by the occurrence of involuntary movement. This paper describes general concept of movement disorder, and shows classification by WHO (1991) and by Joseph, AB. and Young, RR. (1992). The classification of WHO includes I. Extrapyramidal movement disorders: 1) Parkinson disease, 2) Secondary parkinsonism, 3) Other degenerative diseases of the basal ganglia, 4) Dystonia, and 5) Other extrapyramidal and movement disorders. II. Behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood and adolescence: 1) Hyperkinetic disorders, 2) Tic disorders, and 3) others.